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Impact of global heterogeneity of renewable 
energy supply on heavy industrial 
production and green value chains

Philipp C. Verpoort     , Lukas Gast    , Anke Hofmann     & Falko Ueckerdt    

On the path to climate neutrality, global production locations and trade 
patterns of basic materials might change due to the heterogeneous 
availability of renewable electricity. Here we estimate the ‘renewables 
pull’, that is, the energy-cost savings, for varying depths of relocation for 
three key tradable energy-intensive industrial commodities: steel, urea 
and ethylene. For an electricity-price difference of €40 MWh−1, we find 
respective relocation savings of 18%, 32% and 38%, which might, despite soft 
factors in the private sector, lead to green relocation. Conserving today’s 
production patterns by shipping hydrogen is substantially costlier, whereas 
trading intermediate products could save costs while keeping substantial 
value creation in renewable-scarce importing regions. In renewable-scarce 
regions, a societal debate on macroeconomic, industrial and geopolitical 
implications is needed, potentially resulting in selective policies of 
green-relocation protection.

A promising option for the climate-change mitigation of the produc-
tion of energy-intensive basic materials, such as steel and chemicals, is 
a switch to renewable electricity (RE) and green hydrogen (H2)1,2. Owing 
to varying RE availability and cost across the globe, the transition to 
net-zero greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions might result in a relocation 
of industrial production and hence a shift of trade patterns for the 
respective emerging green value chains (Fig. 1).

Energy prices are a major factor for production costs of basic 
materials3 and will probably continue to be so for future green value 
chains. While trade with fossils has so far dampened effects of the 
hetero geneous availability of primary energy, long-distance trans-
port of electricity and H2 is much costlier. Thus, energy-cost savings  
resulting from substantial geographical differences in RE prices will 
create an incentive (so-called ‘renewables pull’4,5), which may lead to 
a relocation of low-carbon production (so-called ‘green relocation’).

Prominent candidates for RE-scarce importers are the European 
Union (EU), South Korea or Japan, which, respectively, import 55% 
(ref. 6), 84% (ref. 7) and 96% (ref. 8) of their current energy demand. 
Producing sufficient RE to replace these mostly fossil imports will be 
challenging, as land and RE potentials are limited. While these countries 

have declared ambitious H2 import strategies, their openness about 
basic-material imports is unclear, especially given current global trends 
towards protecting critical supply chains. This work aims to inform 
both strategies: those seeking to protect against green relocation 
and those seeking to exploit energy-cost savings through relocation.

Obvious candidates for RE-rich exporters include industrialized 
countries, such as Australia, the United States and Canada but also 
countries located in Africa, the Middle East and Latin America, most 
of which are classified as low-income economies. Intraregional effects 
are also conceivable, such as within the EU (for example, Germany 
to Spain) or the United States (for example, north to south). While  
the renewables pull is a region-specific effect, our work presents a 
generic framework based on electricity-price assumptions.

Previous works include case studies of steel exports from Australia9 
and South Africa10, searches for globally optimal steel-production 
sites11,12, as well as studies of global trade with ammonia (NH3) (refs. 13,14),  
e-fuels and e-chemicals15, which all conclude to varying extent that 
exporting basic materials from regions with high RE availability can be 
desirable due to improved cost-competitiveness with fossils and with 
alternative green production sites. Others5 analysed announcements 
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renewables pull into a broader conceptual framework, which will allow 
for a structured analysis, before we present quantitative estimates in 
the next two sections.

We arrange competing factors that influence green relocation 
in three layers corresponding to different perspectives (Fig. 2): (1) a 
private investors’ perspective, (2) a policy-makers’ perspective and  
(3) a societal perspective. As a result, our analysis is structured around 
the following three questions. First, when considering companies in 
free markets, will the renewables pull and other factors from the private 
sector alone result in green relocation? Second, are there existing, 
announced or conceivable forms of policy-making that could influence 
private investment decisions in addition to factors from the private  
sector? And third, what future policy-making can be expected to  
arise from conflicting societal goals and how these are weighed up by 
societies and policy-makers?

First, the occurrence of green relocation is determined by invest-
ment decisions of the private sector, which are influenced by incentiv-
izing or inhibiting factors. These factors can broadly be split up into 
hard factors (those easy to express as changes in the production cost) 
and soft factors (those that are not). Hard factors that our generic study 
is able to capture can be summarized in the following simple relation

Relocation savings = Energy-cost savings (due to renewables pull)

−Transport penalty

− Financing penalty

where we define the term ‘relocation savings’ to refer to the overall 
production-cost savings resulting from production relocation. Financ-
ing penalty here refers to higher financing cost due to higher weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC) in RE-rich exporting countries.

Soft factors may also influence production cost, increase consu-
mers’ readiness-to-pay for short and reliable supply chains, otherwise 
affect private revenues or strictly prohibit production. Such soft factors 

from the private sector, showcasing how the renewables pull influences 
investment decisions today (Supplementary Table 5).

While many public and academic debates rightfully focus on the 
green-versus-fossil competitiveness2,16–18, our assessment looks at 
the understudied green-versus-green regional competitiveness for 
basic materials. Also note that there exist several other basic materials  
not considered in this work, such as aluminium, copper, cement, glass, 
paper or silicon. While many aspects discussed here also apply to  
these products, their green value chains do not rely on H2, contain 
fewer intermediate steps and are responsible for a smaller share of 
industrial GHG emissions.

Here, we present quantitative insights into the renewables pull 
by estimating the energy-cost savings and competing effects (trans-
port and financing penalties) for the green value chains of three 
primary basic materials: steel, urea and ethylene. We conduct our 
techno-economic analysis for varying depth of relocation and thereby 
study the role of individual production steps in these value chains. 
This approach allows comparisons of competing options for splitting 
value chains between the importer and exporter side across industrial 
subsectors. Moreover, we integrate the renewables pull into a holistic 
perspective that includes difficult-to-quantify private factors, societal 
implications and optional regulatory intervention. Finally, we apply 
our generic approach to a case study of energy-intensive imports to 
Germany and estimate potential ‘green-relocation protection’, which 
we define as the public subsidies required to avoid relocation.

A broader picture of the renewables pull and 
green relocation
The effect we ultimately aim to study is green relocation, which  
we define as the relocation of industrial production owing to the 
renewables pull (that is, the incentive to relocate due to energy-cost 
savings). The renewables pull is only one of many factors determin-
ing private investment decisions, which jointly may or may not lead 
to green relocation. We therefore start our work by embedding the 
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Fig. 1 | Emerging green value chains and the associated production steps, 
feedstock flows and trade options. Defossilizing the value chains of energy-
intensive basic materials necessitates the emergence of new green value chains 
that rely on low-carbon feedstocks produced from RE. The displayed value 
chains start with water electrolysis and, in the cases of urea and ethylene, with 
DAC, which yields the basic building blocks green H2 and atmospheric CO2. 

Combining these two together (with iron and nitrogen) yields DRI, NH3 and basic 
carbonaceous feedstocks, which we refer to as intermediates. These are finally 
converted into (semi)finished products which are widely used in industry, such 
as semifinished steel, cast iron, fertilizer and HVCs. While the share of energy 
in the production cost decreases along the value chain, the long-distance 
transportability of intermediate products increases.
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may be inhibiting, incentivizing or with undecided/case-specific effect 
for green relocation. Inhibiting factors include proximity to customers 
(for example, benefits of short supply chains, just-in-time produc-
tion, lean manufacturing, close customer relationships and reliability 
of supply), proximity to other producers (for example, benefits of 
heat integration, process integration, coproduction, joint industrial 
infrastructure and economies of scope), infrastructure availability in 
established locations of industrial production (for example, roads, 
ports, electricity grids and water supply), general know-how (industry 
expertise), political and economic stability of countries and certifica-
tion (which can be easier to obtain when producing in the country 
where products are demanded). Incentivizing factors include the 
availability of space for construction (often ample in RE-rich regions), 
the complexity of plant integration (challenging in complex arrange-
ments of existing industrial sites), reduced labour cost and proximity 
to non-energy resources (for example, iron ore). Factors that are unde-
cided or case specific include the market structure and resulting prices 
of future green products, the complexity of planning and approval 
procedures and the availability of skilled labour.

In summary, conserving current production patterns allows using 
many advantages of established production sites in RE-scarce regions, 
which can only partly be compensated for by the absence of obstruct-
ing brownfield integration and potentially lower wages. Moreover, 
revenues will ultimately depend on future supply and demand curves 
and hence market prices of energy carriers, feedstocks, intermediates 
and products, which are all uncertain. Whether soft factors will suffice 
to compensate the renewables pull will be highly case specific and 
constitute its own subject of research. (See Supplementary Table 1 for 
a comprehensive list of private-sector factors.)

Second in our list of perspectives to account for is the one of 
policy-makers. Many of today’s existing or announced policies tar-
geting energy-intensive industries will influence private investment 
decisions connected to green relocation, as discussed in more detail 
in the ʻDiscussion and conclusionsʼ. Moreover, policy-makers could 
try to introduce more regulatory interventions specifically targeted at 
steering green relocation, such as subsidies (for example, a potential 
green-relocation protection scheme) or trade tariffs.

Third, whether such interventions are necessary or how these 
should be designed will depend on the perception of risks and opportu-
nities of green relocation in the respective countries. On the RE-scarce 
side, opportunities are low-cost imports of basic materials, reduced 
system and transformation cost, lower domestic energy prices and 
an accelerated transition to net-zero emissions. Risks include reduced 
security of supply and geopolitical dependencies, a potential defer-
ment of climate mitigation and losses of employment and productivity. 
The last, that is value creation relocated, is the greatest opportunity 
of RE-rich regions alongside energy-system development, while risks 
could be introducing neocolonial structures and using RE potentials 
only for exports instead of domestic climate mitigation (so-called 
resource shuffling). (See Supplementary Table 2 for a comprehensive 
list of risks and opportunities.) All risks and opportunities need to be 
assessed and weighed up by affected countries, potentially resulting 
in new policies aiming to steer green relocation in one way or the other.

Analysing each layer and answering each question will be the topic 
of future research and societal debate, especially across regional cases 
and industrial sectors. In the next section, we start by addressing the first 
question (what the private sector would decide in the absence of policy 
intervention) through a generic quantification of the renewables pull.
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Fig. 2 | Broader picture of green relocation, the renewables pull and compe
ting factors. Investments into new green production facilities can occur in two 
ways. Option 1: plants are constructed in RE-scarce regions, where (grey) industrial 
production is located today, hence reinforcing the status quo (left circle). Option 2:  
plants are constructed in new RE-rich regions, where no or little industrial 
production takes place today, hence resulting in green relocation (right circle). 

The construction of such facilities is determined by private investment decisions, 
which are influenced by several incentivizing and inhibiting soft and hard factors. 
The renewables pull is only one of these factors and we estimate it quantitatively 
together with transport and financing penalties. Green relocation also comes 
with societal risks and opportunities, which however only translate into factors 
influencing private investment decisions via regulatory intervention.
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Quantifying the renewables pull for key 
energyintensive value chains
We estimate the renewables pull for the emerging green value chains 
of three commodities, which are chosen to be broadly representative 
of key existing industrial value chains (compare Fig. 1):

 (1) Hot rolled coil (HRC)—the most traded semifinished steel product  
at a global market share of 18% in 202219

 (2) Urea—an intermediate product of the chemical industry and a 
key component of nitrogen fertilizers with ~50% global market 
share in 201820

 (3) Ethylene—a precursor to polymer plastics (polyethylene and 
polyethylene-terephthalate)
All are produced using green H2 and their value chains consist of 

three main processing steps, resulting in four possible import cases  
of varying degrees of relocation (Fig. 3). Notably, today’s value chains 
in resource-constrained countries best compare with case 1, given that 
these value chains rely on imports of fossil primary energy (coal, oil  
and gas). Therefore, the base case may even be considered a case of 
onshoring, since fossil imports are replaced by domestic RE genera-
tion. When discussing the role of green relocation, we mainly refer to 
the industrial processes part of the studied value chains and not their 
energy supply.

We estimate the production cost for these commodities for each 
import case, with results presented in Figs. 4 and 5 and Table 1, and 
with the assumed electricity prices also listed in Table 1. We distinguish 
case 1 into case 1A, showing high H2 transportation cost of €50 MWh−1 
and case 1B, showing moderate cost of €15 MWh−1, corresponding to, 
respectively, shipping-based and pipeline-based imports.

Naturally, the magnitude of the renewables pull is most strongly 
influenced by regional differences in electricity prices, which are inher-
ently uncertain, complex and dependent on regional context. Here, 
we aim to provide a generic framework and thus vary electricity-price 
differences between €20 and €70 MWh−1 without assuming specific 
regional cases. While levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) estimates 
indicate only price differences of €20 MWh−1 between RE-rich and 
RE-scarce regions, we identify five more layers of complexity that can 

drive differences up to €40–70 MWh−1: marginal renewables costs, 
temporal price profiles, the role of electricity grids, barriers for high 
renewables deployment and general infrastructure availability (see 
section on future electricity prices in Supplementary Information for 
an in-depth discussion).

Technology parameters are chosen to represent the year 2040,  
hence including learning effects resulting from wide deployment 
of technologies with a low readiness level today. We choose a 
relocation-induced increase of the WACC from 5% to 8%, which affects 
results only lightly (Fig. 5). Note that we choose optimistic assumptions 
for the energy demand of direct air capture (DAC), for which we present 
sensitivity analysis below.

The full relocation savings (from base case to case 3) spread across 
a broad range of 9–60% and vary strongly, depending on assumed 
electricity-price differences and between commodities (Table 1). Savings  
are lower for steel, where raw-material costs (iron ore and so on) are 
high. An electricity-price difference of €40 MWh−1 (medium-pull case) 
yields substantial relocation savings of 18%, 32% and 38% for, respec-
tively, steel, urea and ethylene, whereas savings reach up to 32%, 55% 
and 60% for €70 MWh−1 (strong-pull case).

By splitting up the value chains into three steps and considering the 
resulting four import cases, we can demonstrate how production costs 
decrease with every step relocated (except case 1A and electricity-price 
difference ≤€35 MWh−1) and which share of savings occurs with the relo-
cation of each step. A large share of energy-cost savings is associated 
with relocating electrolysis, the most energy-intensive process. Yet, 
in case 1A the energy-cost savings translate into only minor relocation 
savings of, respectively, 1%, 2% and 2% (medium-pull case), due to high 
transport costs of different H2 shipping technologies. Lower H2 trans-
port cost in case 1B substantially increase the gained relocation savings 
to 9%, 19% and 19%. Moreover, resorting to imports of intermediates 
(directly reduced iron (DRI), NH3 and methanol (MeOH)) would cover 
almost all relocation savings at 13%, 25% and 37%. Therefore, there is 
comparably little cost incentive for further relocation beyond import 
of intermediates across the studied commodities, which is because 
the energy demand of the third step is comparably low and transport 
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costs for (semi)finished products are similar or even higher than for 
intermediates.

Sensitivity analysis shows that our results are mostly robust, yet 
relocation savings shrink notably for drastic increases in the WACC 
on the RE-rich exporter side, in the overall CAPEX or in specific H2 
transport cost (Extended Data Fig. 1).

Before applying these results to a specific case study and conclud-
ing with interpretation and policy recommendations, it is important 
to once more understand the meaning of these estimates, appreciate 
their limitations and connect them to the wider framework from the 
previous section. It should be noted that we have so far only estimated 
quantifiable hard factors and neglected difficult-to-quantify soft fac-
tors, such as the readiness-to-pay for short and reliable supply chains, 
various advantages of reusing established production sites and the 
role of market prices. In summary, our estimations are only able to 
provide insights based on technologies and RE prices, yet analyses of 
soft factors and political implications remain an important subject of 
further research.

Estimating potential greenrelocation protection 
for Germany
We proceed by applying our generic framework to a specific case study 
on future German imports of H2 and basic materials, which will allow us 
to estimate potential policy cost of regulatory intervention aiming to 
prevent green relocation. Specifically, we estimate the total potential 
relocation savings for the annual German demand of the considered 
products (steel, urea and ethylene), which may also be interpreted as 

the annual subsidy required to protect these industrial subsectors 
against green relocation. As argued before, there are limitations to 
our approach and the actual subsidy needed could deviate from our 
estimations either way, depending on the magnitude of the soft fac-
tors. Yet, our estimates are helpful for gaining a first impression of the 
societal impact of green relocation and implications for regulatory 
intervention.

We assume two scenarios of varying degree of green relocation, 
corresponding to policy interventions following competing strategies 
(Table 2). Scenario 1 (focus H2) assumes basic materials to be produced 
domestically with a mix of domestic H2 (base case) and imported H2 
(via pipeline and ship; cases 1A/B) at an equal share. Scenario 2 (focus 
intermediates) assumes full domestic production (base case) and 
shipping-based H2 imports (case 1A) to be reduced to 15% each and 
pipeline-based H2 (case 1B) imports to be replaced by 50% imported 
intermediates (case 2) and 20% imported (semi)finished products (case 
3). This means we can take the perspective of the German government 
aiming to (1) conserve industrial production patterns as today (while 
reducing the share of imported energy through domestic RE expansion) 
or (2) establish a mixed solution, in which security of supply is realized 
by retaining a third of industrial production, while for the remaining 
share relying on imports of intermediates from global markets (and/or 
selected exporters). Potential exporting countries listed in Table 2 are 
selected on the basis of RE potentials, existing fossil production, green 
project announcements and availability of raw materials.

Projections for the German basic-material demand in 2040 are 
taken from two studies on German industry decarbonization21,22. 
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interpolation serving as visual support.
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Projections for NH3 demand of ~3 Mt would translate into ~5 Mt of 
urea demand if all NH3 were to be converted into urea only. For reasons 
of simplicity, we assume a urea demand of 4 Mt to represent the full 
fertilizer sector and other industrial NH3 uses (excluding potential 
future applications as a fuel). For steel, the share of retained industry 
production in scenario 2 corresponds roughly to the steel-production 
capacity which private companies and policy-makers envisage to trans-
form until around 2030 (based on instruments such as EU Important 
Projects of Common European Interest (IPCEIs) and Carbon Contracts 
for Differences (CCfDs)).

Depending on the strength of the renewables pull (which in turns 
depends on electricity-price differences), the total potential annual 
relocation savings (compared to direct imports of the final good) 
and hence the required green-relocation protection span a range of 
€6–18 billion yr−1 for scenario 1 and €3–9 billion yr−1 for scenario 2  
(Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 4). These numbers can be interpreted  
as an indication for subsidies or other policy costs which Germany 
would have to pay as a green-relocation protection to prevent pri-
vate companies from relocating the production of the considered 

commodities. It is worth comparing these subsidies to the planned 
spending from the provisional German federal budget for 202323 and 
the federal Climate and Transition Fund24, which indicates that such 
subsidies would result in a substantial additional expense.

Discussion and conclusions
Access to cheap energy has always shaped the locations of energy- 
intensive industries. On the path to climate neutrality, the heterogene-
ous distribution of renewable energy resources might change global 
patterns of industrial production and trade of basic materials. More 
specifically, relocating low-carbon industrial production away from 
RE-scarce and towards RE-rich regions would result in energy-cost 
savings which provide an incentive (so-called renewables pull4,5)  
for such relocation (so-called green relocation).

Here, we find substantial overall relocation savings of roughly 18%, 
32% and 38% for steel, urea and ethylene for a full relocation of the con-
sidered production steps. These estimates assume an electricity-price 
difference of €40 MWh−1 in 2040, which we find conceivable based 
on estimations of renewable LCOEs, infrastructure cost and barriers 
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Fig. 5 | Levelized cost of production. a–c, Low-carbon production of steel (a), 
urea (b) and ethylene (c). Results are again shown for the four import cases 
illustrated in Fig. 3 and assume an electricity-price difference of €40 MWh−1 
(medium-pull case from Table 1). The levelized costs visualize how the relocation 
savings in the steel value chain are smaller in comparison to the other value 
chains as a result of the high feedstock cost. Moreover, annualized CAPEX 

assumes a higher WACC of 8% in the RE-rich region compared to 5% in the  
RE-scarce region over a lifetime of 18 years, resulting in higher levelized capital 
cost, yet this effect appears to be small compared to the renewables pull. For 
a detailed composition, we encourage readers to view this figure in the online 
webapp or download the accompanying spreadsheet file (see ̒ Data availabilityʼ).

Table 1 | Electricity-price cases and resulting relocation savings for case 3

Electricity price (€ MWh−1) Relocation savings in case 3 relative to 
production cost in the base case (%)

Price case Process type RE-rich region RE-scarce region Difference Steel Urea Ethylene

Weak pull
Electrolysis 30 50

20 8.7 14.1 20.6
Baseload 50 70

Medium pull
Electrolysis 30 70

40 18.3 32.1 37.6
Baseload 50 90

Strong pull
Electrolysis 15 85

70 31.5 55.0 60.0
Baseload 35 105

These electricity prices were used in our estimates with results presented in Figs. 4 and 5.
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arising for high deployment rates for renewables in RE-scarce regions 
(with details in a section on future electricity prices in Supplementary 
Information), although we also vary this crucial assumption across 
€20–70 MWh−1 in our analysis.

Soft factors counteracting the renewables pull will probably  
only have a dampening effect, given the magnitude of energy- 
cost savings derived here and thus will be insufficient to prevent  
green relocation entirely. However, further sector-specific research  
is needed to understand locational factors, such as proximity to 
customers, proximity to other producers, infrastructure, general 
know-how, skilled labour, certification and approval schemes and 
market prices.

By analysing cases of varying ‘depth’ of relocation, we assess  
different options of splitting value chains between the importer and 
exporter side and estimate associated relocation savings. This yields 
two main conclusions as follows. First, although locating only elec-
trolysis (the first step in each considered value chain) in RE-rich regions 

and importing green H2 could shift a large share of energy demand to 
where it is cheap, the resulting overall relocation savings are small for 
shipping-based imports (1–2%) because of high H2 transportation cost. 
Therefore, trying to conserve production patterns through H2 imports 
is a potentially expensive and risky strategy. Importing H2 via pipeline 
instead could weaken the renewables pull, yet they may be infeasible 
( Japan and South Korea) or take time to construct (Europe). These find-
ings challenge the H2 import strategies of some RE-scarce regions, in 
which basic-material production is considered a domestic no-regret H2 
application and hence a key component of future H2 demand. Second, 
importing intermediate products (DRI, NH3 and MeOH) effectively 
harnesses a large share of the relocation savings (13%, 25% and 37%), 
while potentially retaining a substantial share of value creation. Since 
these intermediate products are rather homogeneous goods, security 
of supply in RE-scarce regions could be established via diverse global 
markets. This suggests the import of these intermediate goods as a 
‘sweet spot’ of relocation.

Table 2 | Scenario assumptions for case study on German green-relocation protection

Base case Case 1A Case 1B Case 2 Case 3

Full domestic 
production

Import of H2  
via shipping

Import of H2  
via pipeline

Import of  
intermediates

Import of (semi)
finished products

Scenario Share of import case

Scenario 1 33% 33% 33% – –

Scenario 2 15% 15% – 50% 20%

Commodity Demand (Mt yr−1) Potential exporting countries

Steel 40 Sweden, Brazil

Urea 4 (none)
Chile Norway

Canada, Saudi Arabia
Australia Morocco

Ethylene 5 United States, Iceland

Potential green-relocation
protection scheme

Planned federal fiscal
spending

Weak Medium Strong For comparison
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Fig. 6 | Estimates of annual greenrelocation protection for Germany.  
a–c, Annual volumes for a potential green-relocation scheme for two scenarios 
defined in Table 2: scenario 1 focussing on imported and domestically produced 
H2 and scenario 2 focussing on importing intermediate industrial products. 
The presented numbers are derived on the basis of our generic framework for 
production-cost estimates outlined in the previous section. These assume the 

three electricity-price differences cases, weak (a), medium (b) and strong pull (c), 
as defined in Table 1. d, Comparison of these numbers against planned federal 
fiscal spending, represented by the regular budgets of selected federal ministries 
in the provisional German budget for 202323 and the two main special budgets 
from the federal Climate and Transition Fund24.
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Policy-makers across the globe are tasked with shaping the transi-
tion of their basic-material industries against the backdrop of geopoliti-
cal tensions, protectionist trends and—as we establish here—decreasing 
competitiveness of energy-intensive industries in RE-scarce countries 
due to the renewables pull. However, policy-makers have thus far 
not addressed the renewables pull but instead focussed on a range 
of other goals. Specifically, existing policies and strategies aim to 
do the following. (1) Stimulate domestic industry decarbonization 
through investments into new infrastructure (especially H2 and CO2) 
and low-carbon industrial processes, however without considering the 
future competitiveness of these industries. Examples are the IPCEIs 
on hydrogen and industry, the Net-Zero Industry Act in the EU, the 
European Hydrogen Backbone project or the German CCfDs. (2) Secure 
supply chains of green technologies, however focussing only on critical 
minerals (such as lithium and cobalt) or technological supply chains 
(such as mineral refining, manufacturing, batteries and electrolysers) 
and not on basic materials. Examples are the Critical Raw Materials  
Act in the EU or the Inflation Reduction Act in the United States.  
(3) Compensate for high energy prices during the transition but with-
out considering the need for sustained long-term subsidies to coun-
teract the renewables pull (so-called green-relocation protection). An 
example is the recently proposed German industrial electricity-price 
subsidy, which is, however, only considered as a transitional measure. 
(4) Foster global imports of H2 and derivatives but without consider-
ing the trade of energy-intensive basic materials. Examples are the H2 
import strategies announced by Japan in 2020 and by the EU in 2022, 
including respective H2 import targets for 2030 of 10 TWh (ref. 25) and 
333 TWh (ref. 26) (assuming lower heating value (LHV)), as well as the 
German H2Global project27.

This mix of policies and strategies represents a set of explicit or 
implicit choices on future locations of industrial production. The 
result will probably be both domestic production of and global trade 
with low-carbon basic materials. Contradictions between individual 
policy instruments across these two opposing goals are conceivable. 
For example, the German H2Global project tries to stimulate imports of 
green NH3, whereas the German CCfDs may contribute to the domestic 
transformation of the German fertilizer industry. Such contradicting 
approaches can be interpreted as the outcome of a mindset which seeks 
to conserve industrial production and trade patterns. This mindset is 
characterized by the expectation that fossil imports can be replaced 
with H2 imports in basic-material value chains and that derivatives 
(especially NH3) will be imported via ships, cracked into H2 at harbours 
and distributed inland via pipelines. Such a strategy is challenged 
by high costs. As soon as RE-rich exporting countries seek to secure 
more parts of future basic-material value chains, diminishing com-
petitiveness in RE-scarce regions would lead to green relocation and 
stranded assets or require expensive public compensation schemes. 
In public debates, it is sometimes raised that green relocation might 
result in a widespread de-industrialization. Again, this belief may be 
challenged given that intermediate products (especially NH3 or MeOH) 
will probably become basic energy carriers in future decarbonized 
energy systems and that the greatest share of industrial value crea-
tion is associated with production steps much further downstream 
from basic-material production. In conclusion, a long-term strategy  
accounting for the renewables pull and a consistent short-term  
policy mix can avoid frictions between individual instruments and 
path dependencies that otherwise would lead to disruptive changes 
and high costs.

To arrive at such a harmonized strategy, RE-scarce countries first 
need to assess how they would be impacted by green relocation and 
how this would align with overarching societal goals. The following 
three considerations appear to be key. (1) Security of supply is typically 
easier to establish for energy carriers and, more generally, for rather 
homogeneous goods with high supplier substitutability which can be 
produced low-tech, with a global market likely to emerge. Notably, 

this is particularly true for shipping-based trade, whereas pipelines 
might induce strong bilateral dependencies. This suggests that secu-
rity of supply will generally be possible to achieve through importing 
hydrogen or intermediates, however, this has to be assessed case by 
case across sectors and depth of relocation. For DRI, the emergence 
of a global market is unclear, yet existent dependencies on iron-ore 
imports raise the question whether switching to DRI imports would 
create much difference. For green NH3, the emergence of a liquid and 
diversified market seems likely, given (i) today’s global trade volumes 
for grey NH3 and (ii) announcements of green NH3 production and ter-
minal capacity28. Markets for green carbonaceous feedstocks such as 
MeOH are currently more uncertain than for green NH3, hence relying 
on imports in the short- to mid-term might also entail supply risks, while 
fossil methanol can serve as a backup during the transition. Finally, 
trade dependencies need to be determined on a country-specific level, 
as for example relocation within the EU entails less risk than reloca-
tion from the EU to other global regions. (2) Economic productivity 
and jobs are concerns often raised in public debates. Typically, the 
number of jobs and added value directly affected by relocation of 
basic-materials production is comparably low in industrialized coun-
tries, yet more research is needed to understand potential knock-on 
effects for downstream industries (for example, machinery produced 
from steel and plastics produced from ethylene). Generally, structural 
change may allow for more efficient use of production factors, such as 
human capital and scarce renewable energy; however, this may be met 
by strong opposition among affected societal groups and actors with 
vested interests. (3) Every energy-intensive process relocated away 
from RE-scarce regions will also reduce domestic electricity demand, 
probably resulting in reduced prices for electricity for all consumers. 
Allowing some energy-intensive processes to relocate to locations with 
more favourable RE availability could ease pressure on RE expansion 
targets in RE-scarce countries.

On the basis of the impact assessment above, policy-makers need 
to decide if and how to intervene in potential relocation of industrial 
production. The following approaches may be used to address green 
relocation. (1) In spite of current global onshoring and nearshoring 
trends, future supply of energy-intensive basic materials could be 
secured via global imports. Strategies pursuing this solution would 
aim to foster liquid and diverse markets through collaboration with 
and technology diffusion across a broad range of potential export-
ing countries. This may be accompanied by retaining a small level of 
domestic production capacity and building up strategic reserves (for 
example, fertilizers). (2) Subsidy-based schemes of green-relocation 
protection are possible but could become costly and are not economi-
cally efficient. However, some policy-makers have recently voiced their 
willingness to secure domestic supply chains through subsidies despite 
the high cost, albeit only as a temporary measure during the transi-
tion (for example, the proposed German industrial electricity-price 
subsidy29). Such a proposal must be informed about the necessity of 
sustained policy support beyond early stages of the green transition 
needed to avoid future green relocation due to the renewables pull. 
If governments decide to protect against green relocation via subsi-
dies, they probably need to strike a balance between affordability and 
securing value chains by being selective about industrial sectors, the 
share of production retained domestically and the depth of relocation 
allowed. Specifically, subsidies could be used to steer towards the 
above-mentioned sweet spots of relocation, resulting in green value 
chains being split such that only the most energy-intensive parts are 
located in RE-rich regions. (3) Another complementing strategy for 
dampening the renewables pull might be a focus on an efficient use of 
scarce energy resources through material efficiency, circularity and 
demand-side flexibility (see also the section on flexibility, circularity 
and demand reduction in Supplementary Information). Increased 
mechanical and chemical recycling of plastics or secondary steel from 
scrap would reduce the dependence on energy-intensive primary 
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materials. Designing industrial plants capable of load following the 
hourly availability of RE could reduce energy cost30–32.

There is an urgent need for a broad societal debate on the role 
of a country in global industrial production informed by scientific 
assessments of pros, cons and trade-offs. The scientific community 
can support this debate in RE-scarce countries with further research on 
future market structures of green products, difficult-to-quantify soft 
factors determining private investment decisions, macroeconomic 
impacts, sector-specific details and policy assessment. Moreover, the 
assessment of green relocation presented here takes the perspective 
of RE-scarce countries. For a more comprehensive scientific debate, 
research on green relocation needs to include a diversity of perspec-
tives in light of existing power dynamics between RE-scarce and RE-rich 
countries. Exporting and importing countries which occupy different 
positions might arrive at different evaluations of green relocation.

To better inform societal and policy debates on the energy tran-
sition, integrated-assessment and energy-system modelling may 
account for the renewables pull, green relocation and the associated 
geopolitical dimensions. Specifically, models may need to go beyond 
the trade of energy carriers (such as H2) and also model the trade of 
energy-intensive goods such as steel, fertilizers and higher-value  
chemicals (HVCs). Scenario analysis and energy-system modelling will 
allow for an improved understanding of the impacts of green relocation 
on the overall energy system and the net-zero transition.

Methods
Terminology
Supplementary Table 6 contains an overview of terminology used 
within this article. We stress again that we use the term renewables 
pull to refer to the energy-cost incentive, while green relocation is the 
potentially resulting effect, that is relocation of industrial production 
as a consequence of energy-cost incentives. We note that our definition 
of the renewables pull is slightly adjusted from an earlier one given 
by ref. 4, where the two concepts were both referred to by the term 
renewables pull only, which the authors however revised in a more 
recent publication5.

Moreover, another term sometimes used for green relocation is 
green leakage, in analogy to the term carbon leakage, in which case 
relocation is incentivized by the evasion of climate-abatement cost. 
While carbon leakage is predominantly considered as undesirable, as it 
undermines climate-mitigation efforts, green leakage comes with both 
risks and opportunities. We therefore prefer the term green relocation 
to enable an open and unbiased debate.

Quantitative estimations
An overview of how quantitative results are compiled is presented in 
Supplementary Fig. 4. Details on the individual steps and associated 
assumptions are presented below.

Technology data from literature review. Technology data required 
for the calculation of the levelized cost of production (LCOP) out-
lined below (that is, capital and operational expenditures and specific 
energy/feedstock demands, which we define below) are obtained 
from POSTED, the Potsdam Open-Source Techno-Economic Data-
base v.0.2.3 (ref. 33). In doing so, we used 181 individual entries of 
techno-economic data from a total of 33 original data sources1,11,28,34–63 
to represent the following nine processes: alkaline water electrolysis, 
low-temperature DAC, industrial heat pumps (for delivering heat for 
DAC at 80–120 °C), direct-reduction furnaces, electric-arc furnaces 
(EAFs), NH3 synthesis via the Haber–Bosch (HB) process using nitrogen 
from an air-separation unit (ASU), urea synthesis, MeOH synthesis 
via the hydrogenation of CO2 and methanol-to-olefins (MtO). Where 
several sources are available for one entry type, we either take the 
average value or proceed with the more conservative assumption. 
Conservative in this case means assuming the set of parameters least 

supporting a renewables pull (high CAPEX and low energy demand). 
The main technology parameters resulting from this literature review 
are reported in Supplementary Table 7.

Technology assumptions. For our estimations, we consider green 
value chains based on RE for the three products steel, urea and  
ethylene. All three value chains start with the production of H2 via 
alkaline electrolysis. In the case of steel, H2 is used to reduce iron ore in 
a direct-reduction shaft to produce DRI, which is then melted in an EAF, 
cast and hot rolled into HRC. In the case of urea, H2 and atmospheric 
nitrogen from an ASU are reacted via the HB process to yield NH3, which 
is then combined with atmospheric CO2 from DAC to synthesize urea. 
In the case of ethylene, H2 and CO2 from DAC constitute the synthesis 
gas for MeOH production, which is then reacted to ethylene in an MtO 
process (note that the output of MtO is actually a mixture of ethylene, 
propylene and other byproducts but for simplicity we refer to it by just 
ethylene hereafter). When splitting these value chains into their three 
main processing steps, we associate the winning of CO2 from DAC to 
the process step consuming this as a feedstock, that is the final step in 
the urea and the second step in the ethylene value chain.

The heat for DAC can be provided by low-temperature industrial  
heat pumps with a coefficient of performance of around 3–3.5. 
This assumption is justified, as the required temperature T for 
low-temperature DAC is only T ≈ 80–120 °C and waste heat should 
typically be available from the processes consuming the CO2 (MeOH 
and urea synthesis). This means that the heat demand of DAC of 
~1.68 MWh t−1 translates into only ~0.51 MWh t−1 of electricity demand 
for the heat pump, while adding CAPEX for the heat pump.

The heat required by all other processes, which require T ≳ 200 °C, 
is assumed to be provided by resistive (Ohmic), radiative, microwave 
or inductive heating64, for which we assume a constant efficiency of  
100%. These assumptions are valid, as such electrified heating of 
industrial processes is piloted and the technology is straightforward 
and available, whereas high-temperature industrial heat pumps for 
T ≳ 200 °C are still in early development (TRL 4–5; ref. 65) and the effi-
ciency and feasibility of heat pumps for T ≳ 400 °C (for most chemical 
processes) and T ≳ 800 °C (for steel processes) is unclear.

Importing intermediates (DRI, MeOH and NH3 in the specific cases 
estimated here) can reduce the potential for heat integration and 
hence increase energy demand. In the case of DRI, we account for this 
in electricity demand by adding 0.159 MWh t−1 (ref. 1). In the cases of 
urea and ethylene, we neglect this, mainly because of poor data avail-
ability. Most literature from the past assumes waste heat availability 
from upstream fossil processes such as steam methane reforming 
(SMR; needed to produce the required grey H2). That said, there are 
other ways to make use of waste heat and potential electricity generated 
from it, such as (1) selling electricity to the grid, (2) feeding heat into 
urban district heating, (3) recycling heat and electricity internally for 
preheating of precursors and operating the plant or (4) using waste heat 
for onsite DAC or high-temperature solid-oxide electrolysis (water to H2 
or CO2 to CO). While options (1) and (2) are probably more relevant for 
RE-scarce importers with good grid infrastructure and remote urban 
areas, options (3) and (4) can be applied for both RE-scarce importers 
and RE-rich exporters.

The fresh-water demand for the production of green H2 can be 
a relevant factor for some RE-rich exporters with water scarcity. Our 
assumed price for water includes cost of water desalination, yet this 
leads only to a minor contribution to the overall production cost across 
all value chains. It should be noted that there may be countries/regions 
where water availability can pose a major obstruction to the develop-
ment of green value chains. Here, for the steel value chain, case 1 (the 
import of H2) is the only case with implicit transportation of water 
from the RE-rich to the RE-scarce region. In all other cases, the water 
could be cycled between the electrolyser and the DR shaft for onsite H2 
production1. This could add another reason for why importing DRI or 
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importing semifinished steel could be cheaper compared to importing 
H2 but this constitutes only a minor point for most RE-rich exporters 
and we therefore neglect it in our estimations.

We assume the operational capacity factor (OCF) to be 95% for all 
plants except for the electrolyser, which we assume to have an OCF of 
50%. A detailed discussion of flexible operation of plants is provided 
in Supplementary Information.

Transport costs. Depending on the considered import case, transport 
costs are added for the respective traded goods, representing interna-
tional trade based on shipping (and pipelines for case 1B). Specifically, 
case 1 adds transport costs for H2, case 2 for intermediates (DRI, NH3 
and MeOH) and case 3 for (semi)finished products (HRC, urea and 
ethylene). We assume that CO2 is not traded but produced from DAC at 
the point where it is needed. Moreover, we add transport costs for iron 
ore in the base case and case 1, as we assume the exporting country of 
DRI to be a producer of iron ore. This assumption is justified since the 
largest three iron-ore exporting countries (Australia, Brazil and South 
Africa) all have ample RE potentials.

Specific (that is, per mass) transport costs are researched and 
reported in Supplementary Table 8. In principle, specific transport 
costs are dependent on distance, yet in practice we can assume generic 
values independent of distance and specific cases. This is particularly 
the case for shipping (as confirmed by UNCTADstat data), where har-
bour dues, terminal costs and liquefaction (especially H2) make up a 
large share of the total transport cost.

For shipping-based H2 transport, specific costs are in the range 
US$2.0–2.6 per kgH2 in 2030, depending on distance and transport 
medium used (liquid H2, liquid organic H2 carriers or NH3)66. This corre-
sponds to €55–72 MWh−1; hence we assume €50 MWh−1, which includes 
learning effects achieved by 2040. Pipeline-based imports are only 
feasible for short-distance transportation of ~1,000 km, which gives 
US$0.5–1.0 per kgH2 of transport cost, depending mainly on whether 
new pipelines are built or old ones are repurposed66. This corresponds 
to €14–28 MWh−1; hence we choose €15 MWh−1.

Commodities other than H2 are established in international trade 
and country-specific bilateral transport costs in 2016 are reported by 
ref. 67, which we analyse in Supplementary Information and report 
in Supplementary Table 8. While transport costs for iron ore were 
only €2.5 t−1 in 2016, these drastically increased in recent years, are in 
the range €5–40 t−1 now and are predicted to peak soon68,69. Others70 
derive transport costs of €35 t−1 for NH3 and MeOH for today based 
on literature review. We conclude with the values reported in Sup-
plementary Table 8, which are supposed to capture relative trends 
from the 2016 UNCTADstat data and also account for absolute trends 
in recent markets.

Retrofitting and repurposing of grey production capacity. When 
determining the required investment in our estimations, another 
question arises as to whether new green production plants will need 
to be built in both RE-scarce importing and RE-rich exporting regions 
or if the former can repurpose/retrofit existing capacities. Clearly, 
new electrolysis, DAC, DR, EAF, casting, MeOH synthesis and MtO 
plant capacity would need to be built to meet future demands of the 
respective green products. On the contrary, hot-rolling plants, HB 
plants and urea synthesis plants could, in principle, be repurposed/
retrofitted. In the case of HB, this will probably require retrofitting 
the heat supply, which in today’s grey HB plants is satisfied through 
integrated SMR and which would need to be replaced with electrified 
heating. Urea synthesis capacity can probably be reused without the 
need for large investment. Regarding the production of green ethylene, 
it should be noted that a competing route would be via the cracking of 
green naphtha, which would repurpose existing steam-cracker capacity 
and hence make better use of fossil infrastructure yet at the expense of 
likely lower energy efficiency and whose study is beyond the scope of 

this work. More generally beyond technology-specific considerations, 
integration into existing infrastructure, the lack of free space for con-
struction and the requirement of continued operation of other plants in 
an existing industrial park create obstacles for brownfield investments 
that are not existent for greenfield investments, potentially resulting 
in substantially higher cost. In summary, investment into new capacity 
is the same across both regions, whereas the option of repurposing 
hot-rolling, HB and urea plants is studied in the sensitivity analysis 
(Extended Data Fig. 1).

Financing assumptions. Many of the RE-rich exporting regions implic-
itly considered in this article have higher financing cost compared to 
the RE-scarce importing regions. This effect is captured by a higher 
WACC assumed to determine the annuity factor used in the calculation 
of the LCOP below. Clearly, such an increase in WACC is not universal, 
as for example Australia is a country with a high potential to become 
an RE-rich exporter, while profiting from an established economy 
with a low WACC. Nonetheless, we assume 5% for the RE-scarce and 
8% for the RE-rich region in the results presented in Figs. 4 and 5 and 
we provide sensitivity analysis in Extended Data Fig. 1. For simplicity 
and to demonstrate the minor effect of capital and financing cost, 
we assume a low value of 18 years for the book lifetime of new green 
facilities independent of the technical lifetime of plants. Notably, while 
financing costs can also increase the cost of wind and solar capacities 
and hence electricity prices, our analysis treats electricity prices as an 
exogenous parameter independent of financing costs.

Calculating the levelized cost of production. On the basis of these 
assumptions and the curated techno-economic data (see below), we 
can calculate the LCOP as follows:

LCOP = ANF × CAPEX + FOPEX
OCF + VOPEX +∑

k
dk × pk +∑

g
dg × tcg, (1)

ANF is the annuity factor given as (i × (1 + i)n)/((1 + i)n − 1) with interest 
rate i ∈ [0, 1] and lifetime n in years, CAPEX is the total capital expendi-
ture in units of annual production capacity, FOPEX is the annual fixed 
operational expenditures per annual production capacity, OCF ∈ [0, 1], 
VOPEX is the variable operational expenditure per output quantity 
(non-energy, non-feedstock), dk is the specific demand for feedstock 
or energy carrier k, pk is the associated price, dg is the specific demand 
of transported intermediate feedstock or energy carrier g and tcg is  
the associated specific transport cost.

Other assumptions. We note that our conceptual framework and 
our estimations assume electricity and heat supply from renewable 
sources, where the residual GHG intensity in both regions is negligible 
and roughly the same, such that no competitive advantage emerges 
from cleaner production in one or the other region (for example,  
carbon costs due to carbon pricing).

When estimating the potential green-relocation protection in 
Germany, we take the 2040 projections for steel demand from a study 
of long-term scenarios on German industry decarbonization21 and for 
NH3 and ethylene demand from a study of the green transformation of 
the German chemical industry22.

Potential exporting countries in the German case study
The conceptual framework and quantitative estimations presented 
in this work are kept generic and do not assume specific exporting 
countries. Yet, in our case study of German imports and potential 
green-relocation protection, we try to illustrate future export cor-
ridors and hence list potential exporting countries. To identify such 
candidates, we analyse countries with high RE potentials according to 
the following aspects: (1) whether a country produces and exports the 
respective commodity based on fossils today, (2) whether substantial 

http://www.nature.com/natureenergy
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green projects have been announced and, in the case of steel, (3) the 
availability of iron ore. This procedure results in a non-exhaustive list 
of potential candidates presented in Supplementary Table 9.

Data availability
A copy of input data and results is published on Zenodo at https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10641486 (ref. 71). This includes (1) an Excel 
spreadsheet file reporting techno-economic assumptions obtained 
from POSTED, (2) several plain-text files containing other assumptions 
and data needed to reproduce all results, (3) the results reported in 
Figs. 4, 5 and 6 and (4) a Jupyter notebook showcasing how the results 
can be obtained with basic Python code. Moreover, results of our 
study can be reproduced with adjusted assumptions via an interac-
tive webapp at https://doi.org/10.5880/pik.2024.002 (ref. 72), which 
also allows viewing individual cost components for every process in 
each value chain shown in Fig. 5.

Code availability
A permanent copy of the software code needed to reproduce all figures  
and run the interactive webapp is publicly available on Zenodo  
at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10869780 (ref. 73), which may 
also be viewed via GitHub at https://github.com/PhilippVerpoort/
green-value-chains/. The software uses data and analysis tools from 
POSTED v.0.2.3 (ref. 33) and builds on the PIW (Potsdam Interactive 
Webapp) framework library v.0.8.2 (ref. 74).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Sensitivity analysis. Shown are the main results from 
Fig. 4 with electricity-price difference of 40 EUR/MWh, while varying the WACC 
on the RE-rich exporter between 5% and 20% (a–c), relative changes in CAPEX 
between -50% and +100% (d–f), transport cost for H2 between 5 EUR/MWh and  

90 EUR/MWh (g–i), whether the heat for DAC is provided by a heat pump or not 
( j–k) and whether existing grey plants (hot rolling in steel, HB-ASU, urea synth.) 
can be repurposed (l–m).
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